
Charter Revision Commission Emails – December 10, 2021 – January 11, 2022 
 
 
John Waxman <johnwaxman@me.com> 
Wednesday, December 15, 2021 at 10:05 PM 
 
 
To many of us residents and voters frustrated with our non-functioning State and 
Federal representatives 
would like to see the 
Commission meet with 
members of the CT  
non-partisan meeting reps from towns like Westport (half Ffld’s 
size) or Greenwich( 
same size) and learn how business gets done 
w/o acrimony.  This is 
necessary if we want 
Fairfield to function  
properly.  Take party 
control out of our 
legislative body. 
Thank you for participating in this 
“appointed” Commission. 
Carol Eacman 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Charjlebo charjlebo@aol.com 
Monday, January 3, 2022 at 9:39 PM 
 
Good Evening Chairman and Members of The CRC, 
 
  First I would like to thank you all for being part of this committee.  I know it involves hours of your 
personal time and a task not taken lightly. 
 
My name is Charlene Lebo and I reside at 210 Schiller Road, Fairfield CT and I am currently a member of 
The Fairfield Police Commission.  My opinions are mine and does not reflect those of the commission. 
 
 
Currently the Charter states the Police Chief must live in Fairfield.  This has presented a problem for 
passed Chiefs.  I do not know what the purpose of this requirement other than  to keep the Chief close to 
emergency situations. Today with modern technology, lap tops or phones, allows the Chief to 
communicate with his Command Staff and Police headquarters. I think we need to be more flexible to 
allow the Chief to reside with his family  but also not too far travel time  to Police Headquarters. 
Suggesting 30/45 minutes travel time. 
 
I look forward to your opinions. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Charlene Lebo 
210 Schiller Road 
Fairfield CT 06825 
 
203.209.7014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On Mon, Jan 3, 2022 at 2:47 PM Fairfield Bike & Pedestrian Committee 
<bikewalkrun.fairfield.ct@gmail.com> wrote: 
Dear Bryan and Committee Members, 
 
My name is Sarah Roy and I'm the chair of our Town's Bike & Pedestrian Committee. We met 
virtually at the fall meeting you had for town committee chairs to submit input about the 
Charter Revision process. Thank you for taking on this important task for our community. 
 
I'm writing to request an opportunity to connect with you regarding getting our Bicycle & 
Pedestrian Committee into the Town Charter as a permanent committee. As you may recall 
from your fall virtual meeting, we presently serve at the pleasure of the First Selectperson 
because we are not in the Charter. The Charter has not been revised since 2006 and we were 
established in 2014. It is our hope to have this important committee be made permanent in the 
upcoming Charter revision. 
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I have cc'd fellow committee member, Richard Soldano, on this email. Richard has been 
spearheading the committee's research into this matter. 
 
Please advise us as to how we should proceed. 
 
Thanks so much. I look forward to your reply. 
 
Sarah 
 
 
 
--  
Sarah Roy 
Chair, Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee 
Town of Fairfield, Connecticut 
http://fairfieldct.org/bikeped 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
Jan Carpenter janc@144h.com 
Sunday, January 9, 2022 at 4:15 PM 
 
 

CRC, 
 
Thank you once again for the supremely important work you 
are doing for the Town of Fairfield. 
 
The subject of this letter is whether the RTM is the most 
effective functioning legislative body for the TOF, which I 
think you may want to evaluate.  I hope there are changes we 

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http%3a%2f%2ffairfieldct.org%2fbikeped&c=E,1,ZJ0r7zRAAADHibWBQdlK-Xnx60j4E2T3BGcVIppHTnOlu7AuaJFCr9sjyh5TrVINm69wYAbkLY8dWg_SlJe4mno2wjiq94Xzh1dT48BhOG3Ip_RdJg5ckxo,&typo=1
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can make to improve effectiveness and accountability 
including: 

• Replacing the RTM with a Town Council comprised of 
district representatives and some at large 
representatives. 

• Replacing the current RTM with a non partisan RTM. 
• Reducing the number of RTM members to make the 

representatives more accountable (smaller #). 
 
I’ve heard some from the public say “why replace the RTM 
when it’s not broken?"  I would argue that it is not always 
functioning effectively and we, as a Town of 61,000 residents 
(unfortunately NOT a small town anymore), deserve the 
most effective and accountable form of government 
available. 
 
I thought now might be a good time to bring this up as I 
watched the RTM meeting last week (1/3/22) and thought it 
provided a good example of some of the deficiencies 
apparent in RTM operations.  I would ask you to watch the 
meeting and then reflect on the following (these comments 
relate to the discussion regarding Gould Manor Park (GMP).  
 
After expressing such strong reservations about the GMP 
overages, 7 members of the RTM abstained in the ultimate 
vote (which resulted in approving the overages for 
expenditure).  This final vote occurred after it was stated 
that any delay in voting might also result in a delay in the 
opening of the park.  Most of these same members voiced 
such strong reservations earlier in the meeting, that 



sentiments like “atrocity” “this is unacceptable” “we should 
never see something like this come before us again” were 
used.  These members indicated they might vote in favor of 
approving the overages if they were able to receive 
additional information to allay their concerns about the 
overages and the process.  Seems perfectly reasonable.   
 
But in the end, rather than voting no, they removed 
themselves from voting by abstaining. 
 
I do not question the motives of any of these 
members.  In fact, the overage WAS substantial 
(approximately 50% of the project), so it seems reasonable 
that there would be questions and some might vote no.  But I 
question the effective functioning of a group when members 
who can’t get their questions answered, rather than voting 
their opinion (as they did earlier in the meeting), 
and standing up to be accountable, simply remove 
themselves from the final vote. 
 
I contend that a smaller, more accountable group might have 
handled this conversation differently, indeed, more 
effectively - whether that ultimate vote was to vote yes, vote 
no or delay the vote entirely. 
 
Thanks again for the work you do. 
 
Jan Carpenter 
 
Jan Carpenter 
janc@144h.com 
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